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2012 Perspectives

CBC Mission

The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:
t Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.

The mission of the Chicago Biomedical Consortium (CBC) is to stimulate collaboration among
t CBC-funded research has generated $214 million of further funding. This is a six-fold return on
scientists at Northwestern
The University of Chicago, the University of Illinois at
investment inUniversity,
six years.
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an and improve
economic impact of $605 million for Chicago.

the health of humankind. The CBC will:
§

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract
eight new faculty members to Chicago, and literally thousands of researchers have benefitted from
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for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to

of citizens of Chicago and beyond.
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CBC Historical Perspective

The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:

t Northwestern
University, The University
of Chicago, is
andas
the follows:
University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
The Searle Consultants’ stated strategy
for biomedical
grant making
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.
“To promote a new infrastructure for success for the biomedical industry in the greater
t CBC-funded research has generated $214 million of further funding. This is a six-fold return on

Chicago region by leveraging opportunities
collaboration throughout the pipeline:
investment infor
six years.

A) from supporting researcht institutions
bringing
topmodels,
talent
to the
area,
According to standard
economic
research
activity
stimulated by the CBC has provided an
economic impact of $605 million for Chicago.

B) to providing technical assistance to start-up companies,

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract

C) to supporting training/education
forto job
development.”
eight newprograms
faculty members
Chicago,
and literally thousands of researchers have benefitted from
CBC programs.

t Breakthrough
scientific
During Phase 1 (through December
2016), the
CBCdiscoveries
has: have been reported in 576 peer-reviewed publications.

§

programs to
Biotech 6
entrepreneurs
implemented.
Made 235 Awards, including t80Effective
Catalysts,
7 foster
Sparks,
Levers,have
35been
HTS
and 107
t CBC
is investing indiscoveries
the future with educational
programs
for the
generation of researchers.
Postdoctoral Awards that have
generated
in a wide
range
ofnext
areas.

§

t CBC
is capturing
national recognition
as an
innovative, successful, collaborative venture.
Helped to recruit 8 outstanding
faculty
members
to CBC
universities.

§

summarized
by Paula Allen-Meares,
Chancellor
of UIC: events.
“The CBC has become an important engine
Organized and sponsored 14 Asannual
symposia
and over
30 other

§

Provided funding for
researchers via the pathbreaking, CBC-facilitated “Open Access Initiative”.

for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to
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compete for instruments
the large collaborativethat
projects
are at the heart
21st-century science.”
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arethatavailable
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CBC Phase 1 Impact
Impact on Scientific Discoveries
R e s e a rc h f u n d e d b y C B C a w a rd

Publications Attributed to CBC Funding 2006-2017*

programs has yielded a total of 1740

(*As of July 31, 2017)
1750

papers, most in high-impact journals,

1500

report advances in many biomedical
subject areas, moving science forward on
many fronts from the design of unique
instruments and reagents for research to
explorations of the basic mechanisms of
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CBC Phase 1 Impact
Impact on Collaboration in Chicago
The CBC has inspired a range of interinstitutional collaborations. For example, 364
inter-institutional teams applied for
Catalyst Awards to undertake new projects
(right). Teams have been comprised of over
560 faculty members from all three CBC
universities. Many teams have been
partnerships of junior and senior faculty.
While most applications have come from
teams representing two universities, about
7% of the teams have included faculty from
all three universities. Many of the teams
continue to collaborate after Catalyst funding
ends.
Image Credit:
Conte Center

CBC Phase 1 Impact
Economic Impact on Chicago
From 2006 to 2016, the Searle Funds at The
Chicago Community Trust (SFCCT) awarded
$50 million to the CBC (right, grey bar). The
CBC used SFCCT funding to support cuttingedge basic biomedical research projects that
have gone on to win additional funding from
external sources, primarily the NIH. To date,
this additional funding totals almost $514
million (red bar). Economists have calculated
that, in Illinois, each biomedical research
dollar increases business activity by $2.432,3.
Using this multiplier, the Economic Impact of
the combined SFCCT and NIH research funding
is $1.370 billion (blue bar). Thus, CBC activities
(Cumulative leverage + Economic Impact) have
provided a total economic input of over $1.8
billion to the Chicago economy since 2006
(red/blue bar).

Image Credit:
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CBC Moving Forward,
Phase 2

The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:

t Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
Revised Mission (Phase 2) 2017-2021
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.

t CBC-funded research has generated $214 million of further funding. This is a six-fold return on

investment in six years.
The mission of the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) is to stimulate collaboration among

According
to standard
models,
activity stimulated
by theat
CBC has provided an
scientists at Northwestern University, tThe
University
of economic
Chicago,
theresearch
University
of Illinois
economic impact of $605 million for Chicago.

Chicago and others to accelerate discovery that will transform biomedical research and

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract

improve the health of humankind. Theeight
CBC
new will:
faculty members to Chicago, and literally thousands of researchers have benefitted from
§
§

CBC programs.

Stimulate research and education that bridge institutional boundaries,
t Breakthrough scientific discoveries have been reported in 576 peer-reviewed publications.
Enable collaborative and interdisciplinary
research that is beyond the range of a single
institution,

§

t CBC is investing in the future with educational programs for the next generation of researchers.
Mentor and develop a strong cadre
of biomedical leaders, researchers, and

entrepreneurs in Chicago,
§
§

t Effective programs to foster Biotech entrepreneurs have been implemented.

t CBC is capturing national recognition as an innovative, successful, collaborative venture.

As summarized by Paula Allen-Meares, Chancellor of UIC: “The CBC has become an important engine
Enhance and promote the development
of the biomedical ecosystem in Chicago,
for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to
st
-century science.”
help Chicagothat
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for the
large the
collaborative
are at the heart
of 21
Facilitate development of therapeutics
will,
over
longprojects
term,thatimprove
the
health

of citizens of Chicago and beyond.
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CBC Moving Forward,
Phase 2

The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:

t Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
CBC Accelerator Network (CBCAN)
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.

t CBC-funded research has generated $214 million of further funding. This is a six-fold return on

investment
in six years.
The CBC Accelerator Network (CBCAN)
has been
established as a New Forum to regularly

According toas
standard
models,
research activity
stimulated
by the CBC has provided an
bring together academic and industrytscientists
welleconomic
as other
members
of the
biotech
economic impact of $605 million for Chicago.

community to present and discuss ideas for commercialization. CBCAN aims to convene

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract

entrepreneurially-minded faculty, postdoctoral
fellows
graduate
along with
eight new faculty
members toand
Chicago,
and literallystudents,
thousands of researchers
have benefitted from
CBC programs.

industry experts and Technology Transfer Oﬃcers, building a community, encouraging
Breakthrough scientific discoveries have been reported in 576 peer-reviewed publications.
interactions, and educating academictresearchers
about market realities and the paths to realize
t Effective programs to foster Biotech entrepreneurs have been implemented.
their translational and commercial objectives.
t CBC is investing in the future with educational programs for the next generation of researchers.
t CBC is capturing national recognition as an innovative, successful, collaborative venture.
2 CBCAN meetings have been held and
CBCAN #3 is scheduled for October 26, 2017
As summarized by Paula Allen-Meares, Chancellor of UIC: “The CBC has become an important engine
from 4-7 PM at Prentice Women’s Hospital.
for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to
help Chicago compete for the large collaborative projects that are at the heart of 21st-century science.”

CBC Moving Forward, Phase 2
CBC Accelerator Network (CBCAN)
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2012 Perspectives
CBC Moving Forward,
Phase 2

The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:

CBC Accelerator Awards

t Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.
t CBC-funded research has generated $214 million of further funding. This is a six-fold return on

six years.
The CBC will launch a new Accelerator investment
Award inProgram
to support translational research and

t According
to standard economic
models, research
activity stimulated
by the
CBC
provide university researchers with ”early
commercial
guidance.”
Accelerator
Awards
will
behas provided an
economic impact of $605 million for Chicago.

used to support the initial, and therefore the highest risk, stage of commercially-directed

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract

research. The program will encourage interactions
academic
researchers
and industry/
eight new faculty between
members to Chicago,
and literally
thousands of researchers
have benefitted from
CBC programs.

pharmaceutical experts early in the development of projects and provide advice to award
t Breakthrough scientific discoveries have been reported in 576 peer-reviewed publications.
recipients in setting and progressing toward
commercialization milestones. Award recipients will
t Effective programs to foster Biotech entrepreneurs have been implemented.
be mentored by faculty, industry experts,
tech transfer oﬃcers and CBC personnel. Accelerator
is investing in the future with educational programs for the next generation of researchers.
awardees will provide project updatestatCBC
CBCAN
meetings.
t CBC is capturing national recognition as an innovative, successful, collaborative venture.
summarized by Paula Allen-Meares, Chancellor of UIC: “The CBC has become an important engine
The initial Accelerator Award RFP isAs
targeted
for November, 2017.
for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to
help Chicago compete for the large collaborative projects that are at the heart of 21st-century science.”
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CBC Moving Forward,
Phase 2

The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:

CBC Accelerator Awards

t Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.
t CBC-funded research has generated $214 million of further funding. This is a six-fold return on

The program will consist of two parts (A investment
and B):in six years.
§

t According
to standard
economic
research
stimulated
by the
CBC has provided an
Part A: Translational research projects
will be
evaluated
bymodels,
a team
of activity
reviewers
that
will
economic impact of $605 million for Chicago.

include industry scientists. The application process will include an oral presentation at

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract

CBCAN. Full proposals must discusseight
commercial
potential,
including
and have benefitted from
new faculty members
to Chicago,
and literally milestones
thousands of researchers
CBC programs.

§

deliverables. Accelerator Part A awards will be for $100,000 for one year.
t Breakthrough scientific discoveries have been reported in 576 peer-reviewed publications.
Part B: Only projects that have substantially
met proposed milestones during Part A awards
t Effective programs to foster Biotech entrepreneurs have been implemented.
will be invited to apply for $150,000
for one additional year.

§

CBC is investing in the future with educational programs for the next generation of researchers.
Applicants must be faculty with tresearch
programs at the CBC universities.

§

t CBC is capturing national recognition as an innovative, successful, collaborative venture.
Projects involving multi-institutional
collaborative teams will be given strong preference,
As summarized by Paula Allen-Meares, Chancellor of UIC: “The CBC has become an important engine
although collaboration will not be required.
Collaborations could involve faculty scientists
for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to
-century science.”
help Chicago
compete for the
large collaborative
projects
that aremust
at the heart
of 21stto
at any Chicago-area university, but
all institutions
receiving
CBC
funding
agree

waive indirect cost recovery.

University of Illinois at Chicago
Northwestern University
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CBC Moving Forward,

CBC Entrepreneurial Fellows

The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:
t Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.

t CBC-funded
has generated
$214support
million of further
funding.
is a six-fold return on
A new CBC Entrepreneurial Fellows (EF)
programresearch
will identify
and
a cohort
of This
postdoctoral
investment in six years.

fellows who are keen to work in the biotech start-up space of Chicago.
•

t According to standard economic models, research activity stimulated by the CBC has provided an

impact university
of $605 millionfaculty
for Chicago.
Applications must be jointly submittedeconomic
by a CBC
member and a postdoctoral

fellow candidate.

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract
eight new faculty members to Chicago, and literally thousands of researchers have benefitted from
biomedicine,
pertaining to development of therapeutics or
CBCpreferably
programs.

•

Projects must be related to
diagnostics and must have clear translational
milestones.
t Breakthrough
scientific discoveries have been reported in 576 peer-reviewed publications.

•

The faculty mentor must agree that the
fellowprograms
will have
significant
time available
for professional
t Effective
to foster
Biotech entrepreneurs
have been implemented.
development activities.

•

t CBC is investing in the future with educational programs for the next generation of researchers.

Applications will be evaluated by thetEFCBC
Review
Board,
Tech successful,
Transfer
Oﬃcers,
is capturing
national composed
recognition as an of
innovative,
collaborative
venture.
industry experts, and faculty and consider
bothbypotential
commercial
value
scientific
merit.engine
As summarized
Paula Allen-Meares,
Chancellor of UIC:
“Theand
CBC has
become an important

•

for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to
Fellowship awards will be for 12 months.
If proposed milestones have been met and reasonable
help Chicago compete for the large collaborative projects that are at the heart of 21st-century science.”

next steps are proposed, Fellows may apply for a second year of funding.
•

EF Awards will be for $90,000 per year, to cover a salary of $65,000 and benefits.

University of Illinois at Chicago
Northwestern University
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CBC Moving Forward,
The Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust began funding the Chicago Biomedical Consortium
(CBC) at the level of $5 million per year in 2006. To date, $35 million has been invested in the CBC.
As a result:

CBC Catalyst Award

t Northwestern University, The University of Chicago, and the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC)
have come together and undertaken unprecedented joint activities.
t CBC-funded research has generated $214 million of further funding. This is a six-fold return on

The successful CBC Catalyst Award Program
continues
investment
in six years. in Phase 2, supporting the essential inputs

into the commercialization pipeline by funding
innovative
collaborative
research.
Catalyst
Round
t According
to standard economic
models, research
activity stimulated
by the
CBC has 24,
provided an
economic impact of $605 million for Chicago.

Fall 2017, in addition to supporting basic biomedical research also considers projects with
translational potential.
•

t At least 170 jobs have been directly supported by CBC funding, CBC awards have helped attract
eight new faculty members to Chicago, and literally thousands of researchers have benefitted from
CBC programs.

Awards will provide up to $250,000 for up to two years. Awards will be made based on scientific
t Breakthrough scientific discoveries have been reported in 576 peer-reviewed publications.
merit. Projects should address important
areas of basic biological/biomedical or translational
t Effective programs to foster Biotech entrepreneurs have been implemented.
research that are risky, innovative and
potentially transformative.

•

t CBC is investing in the future with educational programs for the next generation of researchers.
Applicants must be tenured or tenure-track
faculty with research programs at the CBC
CBC is capturing national recognition as an innovative, successful, collaborative venture.
universities who will initiate a newtcollaboration.

•

As summarized
by Paula Allen-Meares,
Chancellor
of UIC:
“The
become an
important engine
Research proposals must have Co-Principal
Investigators
from
at least
two
ofCBC
thehasthree
CBC

universities.

for economic growth and job creation, combining the resources of the city’s great research universities to
help Chicago compete for the large collaborative projects that are at the heart of 21st-century science.”

